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Satellites and Mirrors for Solving
Independent Set on Sparse Graphs⋆
Joachim Kneis, Alexander Langer
Dept. of Computer Science, RWTH Aachen University, Germany

Abstract. We study the well-known Maximum Independent Set (MIS) problem and introduce the notion of satellites of a node. Branching on nodes with
satellites is extremely simple. Nevertheless, satellites can be used to overcome a
couple of hard cases in previous algorithms. Together with the notion of mirrors,
introduced by Fomin, Grandoni, and Kratsch, they can be used to solve MIS in
time bounded by O∗ (1.1928m−n ), which is O∗ (1.0922n ) for cubic graphs. This
improves over previous results for sparse graphs.
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Introduction

In this paper, we study the well-known Maximum Independent Set (MIS)
problem: Given a graph G = (V, E) with n nodes and m edges, the problem
is to find an independent set I ⊆ V of maximum size α(G), i.e., a set I ⊆ V
such that no two nodes in I are adjacent. This problem is known to be NPcomplete [11] even on graphs of a maximum degree of three (cubic graphs).
Being a problem with a long research history, there are already numerous results
regarding approximation algorithms, randomized algorithms, or other approaches
for MIS on sparse graphs, see, e.g., [1, 3, 4, 9]. Here, we concentrate on exact
algorithms for sparse graphs. For exact algorithms on arbitrary graphs, we refer
the reader to the latest corresponding results, which are due to Robson [13] and
due to Fomin, Grandoni, and Kratsch [7].
Recently, there have been various new results for MIS on sparse graphs:
In 1999, Beigel [2] introduced an O∗ (1.082m ) algorithm, which implies a run
time bounded by O∗ (1.1259n ) for cubic graphs. This result was improved to
O∗ (1.1254n ) by Chen, Kanj, and Xia [6]. Fürer [10] was the first to analyze the
run time of algorithms for MIS in m − n, which eases the analysis of folding,
an important reduction rule for nodes of degree two. He obtains a run time of
O∗ (1.2365m−n ), which is O∗ (1.1120n ) for cubic graphs. Subsequent improvements
are due to Razgon [12] (to O∗ (1.1034n )), and only recently to O∗ (1.2048m−n ),
i.e., O∗ (1.0977n ) on cubic graphs, by Bourgeois, Escoffier, and Paschos [5]. In
this paper, we improve the bound to O∗ (1.1928m−n ), which is O∗ (1.0922n ) for
cubic graphs.
While this improvement is of interest on its own, the new—to our best
knowledge—notion of satellites can be used beyond the scope of this paper:
firstly, if a node v has two adjacent satellites, then α(G) = α(G[V \ {v}]). Secondly, many exact algorithms for MIS use a bounded search tree technique and
branch on some node v. Here, it is often disadvantageous if there are many
edges in the neighborhood N of v, but few between N and the remaining graph.
For example, four of the five worst case recurrences in the algorithm by Fomin,
⋆
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Grandoni, and Kratsch are graphs that contain satellites of v. These hard cases
probably become easier when using our new technique. Analyzing the new run
time, however, is very complex and subject to further research.
As we will demonstrate below, satellites can furthermore be combined efficiently with mirrors, a notation introduced by Fomin, Grandoni, and Kratsch [7],
even though we cannot branch on mirrors and satellites simultaneously.
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Preliminaries

Let G = (V, E) be a graph. The set of nodes of G is denoted by V (G). For a node
v ∈ V , the (open) neighborhood of v is denoted by N (v) and the
S closed neighborhood of v is denoted by N [v] := N (v)∪v. Similarly, N 2 (v) := u∈N (v) N (u)\N [v]
and N 2 [v]S:= N 2 (v) ∪ N [v]. This notation is extended to
Ssets U 2⊆ V as follows:
2
N (U ) := u∈U N (u) \ U , N [U ] := N (U ) ∪ U , N (U ) := u∈U N (u) \ N [U ], and
N 2 [U ] := N 2 (U ) ∪ N [U ].
For U \ V , we by G \ U denote the induced subgraph G[V \ U ] of V . As we
will see later, trees play an important role for the run time analysis. We say G
contains a tree, iff G has a maximal connected component that is a tree.
We now introduce satellites. Satellites allow for improved branching and let
us introduce a new reduction rule.
Definition 1. Let G be a graph v ∈ V . A node u ∈ N 2 (v) is called a satellite
of v, if there is u′ ∈ N (v) such that N [u′ ] \ N [v] = {u}. In this case we also say
u′ defines u (as a satellite). The set of all satellites of a node v is denoted by
S(v) := { u ∈ N 2 (v) | u is a satellite of v }.

Lemma 1. Let G = (V, E) be
 a graph and v ∈ V . Then either α G \ {v} =
α(G), or α G \ N [{v} ∪ S(v)] = α(G) − |{v} ∪ S(v)|. If there
are u, w ∈ V such

that u, w ∈ S(v) and {u, w} ∈ E, then α(G) = α G \ {v} .

Proof. Assume that every optimal independent set for G contains v. If there is a
satellite u of v that is not contained in some optimal independent set I, we can
replace v be the unique node in N (v) ∩ N (u) and obtain a new independent set
of equal size,
 a contradiction. If v has two adjacent satellites u and w, α(G) =
α G \ {v} is concluded immediately.
⊓
⊔

We also use mirrors, a notion introduced by Fomin, Grandoni, and Kratsch [7].

Definition 2. Let G be a graph v ∈ V . A node u ∈ N 2 (v) is called a mirror of
v if N (v) \ N (u) is a clique. We let M (v) := { u ∈ N 2 (v) | u is a mirror of v }.
Lemma 2 (Fomin, Grandoni, Kratsch [7]). Let G = (V, E) be a graph,
v ∈ V and let I be an independent set of size k in G that does not contain v.
Then G \ ({v} ∪ M (v)) contains in independent set of size k as well.
Since the Measure & Conquer technique [8] can often be used to improve
the run time bounds, we do not simply measure the run time of our analysis
in m − n, but allow edges and nodes to weighted differently. Although it turns
out that λ = µ = 1 is optimal for the branching vectors obtained in this paper,
future improvements for some of our branches might lead to other better optimal
values of λ and µ, which is why we keep λ and µ as variables.
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Definition 3. Let G = (V, E) be graph and let λ, µ ∈ R+ , such that λ ≥ µ. We
call ϕ(G) := λ · |E| − µ · |V | the measure of G.
We now introduce the reductions rules applied by our algorithm. The first
trivial reduction rule is to remove isolated nodes. Note that this reduction rule
increases our measure by µ, hence we must be careful whenever isolated nodes
appear. We will later show that all reduction rules only increase the measure
when applied to maximal components that are trees.
Definition 4. Let G = (V, E) be a graph. For two adjacent nodes u, v ∈ V , we
say u dominates v iff N [u] ⊇ N [v]. If v ∈ V is a node of degree two, let u1 , u2 be
the neighbors of v in G and N := N (u2 ) \ {v}. The operation of adding the edges
{v ′ , u1 } for all v ′ ∈ N to G and removing v and u2 from G is called folding.
Note that dominating nodes can easily removed from the graph, as this does
not change the size of an optimal independent set. In particular, if a graph
contains a node of degree one, its neighbor is removed.
Folding is a well-known reduction rule and can be applied to all nodes of
degree two that are not part of triangle. However, nodes of degree two that are
contained in a triangle are dominated by both neighbors. Thus, our graphs never
contain nodes of degree two or less after the reduction rules have been applied.
It is easy to see that folding does not increase the measure.
Lemma 3 (Fürer [10]). Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph, and let v, u ∈ V
such that G \ {u, v} consists of two components G1 , G2 that are not connected
to each other. If ϕ(G1 ) ≤ c for some fixed c, there is a graph G′ such that
V (G) ⊆ V (G2 ) ∪ {v, u}, G2 is an induced subgraph of G′ and α(G′ ) = α(G) + k
and ϕ(G′ ) ≤ ϕ(G), where k depends only on G1 .
We can therefore assume that our graphs never contain separators of size at
most two: either one component is small and we apply Fürer’s reduction rule,
or all components are big and branching on the separator is efficient, since the
graph decomposes into big connected components, each of which contributes to
the running time only additively. Furthermore, if there are no small separators,
we do not end up with a forest when a set of nodes is removed from the graph,
i.e., G contains at least one maximal connected component that is not a tree.
This will be useful in the analysis.
The last reduction rule is to remove induced cycles of length four whose
nodes are all of degree three (cubic cycles). Again, this reduction rule eases our
analysis. Note that if such an cycle is not induced, i.e., it contains a chord, one
of its nodes is removed because of domination. See Figure 1 for an example.
Lemma 4. Let G be a graph that contains an induced cycle (u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 ) of
length four, such that deg(ui ) = 3 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 4. Let G′ be the graph obtained
from G by removing {u1 , . . . , u4 } and adding edges for the cycle (u′1 , u′2 , u′3 , u′4 )
where {u′i } = N (ui ) \ {u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 } and they do not yet exist. Then α(G) =
α(G′ ) + 2 and ϕ(G) ≥ ϕ(G′ ).
Proof. Let U ′ := {u′1 , u′2 , u′3 , u′4 } (see Figure 1). By a simple exchange argument,
first note that there is an optimal independent set I in G that contains two
nodes from U := {u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 }. Wlog, assume {u1 , u3 } ⊆ I, and therefore
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Fig. 1. Reduction rule for cubic cycles of length four, such that α(G) = α(G′ ) + 2.

Algorithm 1 Input: A graph G = (V, E), Output: α(G)
Reduce G according to the reduction rules;
If G contains t > 1 maximal connected components G1 , . . . , Gt , then
return α(G1 ) + · · · + α(Gt );
Pick v ∈ V such that branching on v yields the best branching vector;
If the mirror branch
then
` ` of v yields a better
´ `branching´ vector,
´
return max α G \ ({v} ∪ M (v)) , α G \ N [v] +1 ;
else
` `
´ `
´
´
return max α G \ {v} , α G \ N [v ∪ S(v)] + 1 + |S(v)| ;

I ∩ {u′1 , u′2 , u′3 , u′4 } ⊆ {u′2 , u′4 }. Since I ′ = I \ U is an independent set for G′ ,
α(G) ≤ α(G′ ) + 2.
Similarly, any optimal independent set I ′ in G′ either has I ′ ∩ U ′ ⊆ {u′1 , u′3 }
or I ′ ∩ U ′ ⊆ {u′2 , u′4 }. Wlog, assume I ′ ∩ U ′ ⊆ {u′1 , u′3 }. Then I ′ ∪ {u2 , u4 } is an
independent set for G, implying α(G′ ) + 2 ≤ α(G).
Let m′ be the number of edges in G[U ′ ]. Then ϕ(G) = mλ − nµ ≥ (m − 4 −
′
m )λ − (n − 4)µ = ϕ(G′ ).
⊓
⊔
Definition 5. Let G = (V, E). We call the graph R(G) obtained from G by
applying the reduction rules above, i.e., removing nodes with adjacent satellites,
removing dominating nodes, applying folding and Fürer’s reduction rule as well
as applying Lemma 4 until no further reduction rules can be applied, the reduced
graph of G. A graph G is called reduced, if G = R(G).
For U ⊆ V , the measure difference between G and R(G \ U ) is defined as
∆ϕ (U ) := ϕ(G) − ϕ(R(G \ U )).
We can now combine all reduction rules as well as our branching rules for
mirrors and satellites into Algorithm 1. Note that we do not branch simultaneously on mirrors and satellites, as there are graphs where this does not result
in a correct solution. For readability, we simply branch on the node that yields
the best branching vector, i.e., guarantees the best run time. However, a more
efficient strategy to select v can easily obtained, when using the same nodes as in
the proofs of Lemmata 7, 8, and 9. The correctness of Algorithm 1 easily follows
from the lemmata above.
Lemma 5. Let G = (V, E) be a graph that does not contain a tree and let U ⊆ V .
Then, ∆ϕ (U ) ≥ 0.
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Proof. All reduction rules except removing isolated nodes do not increase the
measure ϕ = ϕ(G), since always more edges than nodes are removed from G.
Furthermore, only removing nodes in U or removing nodes because of domination
can increase the number of maximal connected components.
Firstly, we iteratively remove the nodes u ∈ U and each iteration decreases
the measure ϕ by λ deg(u) − µ ≥ µ(deg(u) − 1) (note that particularly ϕ is increased by µ when isolated nodes are removed). Furthermore, when u is removed,
the number of trees is increased by at most deg(u) − 1: A (maximal) connected
component of G decomposes into at most deg(u) new components, but this maximum occurs only if the component that contains u itself already is a tree. If u
is an isolated node, ϕ increases by µ, while t decreases by one. Hence, G \ U
contains at most t ≤ (ϕ(G) − ϕ(G \ U ))/µ trees.
G \ U contains t trees and since applying the reduction rules for trees eliminates these trees, the measure increases by at most µ for each tree created by
the removal of U . An analogous argument holds for all trees created by the
domination reduction rule.
Therefore,
ϕ(G \ U ) ≥ ϕ(R(G \ U )) − µt
and
ϕ(G) ≥ µt + ϕ(G \ U ) ≥ µt + ϕ(R(G \ U )) − µt = ϕ(R(G \ (U ))).
⊓
⊔
Setting U := ∅, this lemma implies that the reduction rules do not increase
the measure of graphs without trees. If G is a tree, R(G) is the empty graph,
and thus ϕ(G) − ϕ(R(G)) ≥ −µ. Hence, if G contains t trees, removing these
trees increases the measure by tµ. In the analysis of our algorithm, it is therefore
sufficient to estimate an increase of at most µ in the measure whenever a tree is
created.

3

Branching and Analysis

In this section, we study the change of the measure ϕ(G) when an algorithm
branches on the two cases G \ {v} (v is not contained in an optimal independent
set) and G \ N [v] (v is contained in the solution). The actual branching in Algorithm 1 uses all information given in the previous section, including the rules for
mirrors and satellites. Unfortunately, some branches turn out to be insufficiently
efficient. However, in these cases we can guarantee the existence of a node of
degree four, which then allows for a better combined branch.
Lemma 6. Let G be a reduced graph of maximum degree d ≥ 5 and v ∈ V
such that deg(v) = d. Then branching as described in Algorithm 1 either yields a
branching vector at least as good as (5λ − µ, 13λ − 6µ) or (6λ − µ, 13λ − 7µ), or
yields at least the branching vector (5λ − µ, 13λ − 7µ), but R(G \ {v}) contains
a node of degree at least four.
Proof. For λ = µ = 1, a similar result can already be found in [5]. We give a
more detailed proof for arbitrary λ ≥ µ.
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Fig. 2. Branching on graphs with mirrors. Dashed edges are known to exist, although their
endpoints are unknown. S contains neighbors of degree three shared by v and its mirror u. The
case |S| = 4 is depicted on the left, the second picture shows |S| = 3 and deg(u) = 3. For
|S| = 2, the right picture is an example why no path of length three can exist in G \ {u, v}
(domination by u).

Note that G \ {v} does not contain a tree since there are no nodes of degree
one. Therefore, ∆ϕ (v) ≥ dλ − µ. If G \ N [v] does not contain a tree, ∆ϕ (N [v]) ≥
13λ − 6µ: each node in N (v) is of degree at least three and since no node in N (v)
is dominated, each u ∈ N (v) has at least one neighbor in N 2 (v).
Now assume G \ N [v] contains t trees. Since there are at least three edges
between N (v) and each tree, and there are at least three edges from N (v) to
nodes in the remaining graph (no small separators), and since each node in N (v)
has at least one neighbor in N 2 (v) (domination), there are at least 3t + 3 ≥ d
edges between N (v) and N 2 (v). Moreover, there are d edges between v and N (v)
and thus at least
'
& P

u∈N (v) deg(u) − (3t + 3 + d)
3t + 3 + d +
2


3d − (3t + 3 + d)
≥ 3t + 3 + d +
=: ∆m (t, d)
2
edges incident to N [v], because each node is of degree at least three and only edges
in G[N (v)] might be counted twice. Thus, ∆ϕ (N [v]) ≥ ∆m (t, d)λ − (d + t + 1)µ.
If t ≥ 2 or d ≥ 6, we already have ∆ϕ (N [v]) ≥ 15λ − 8µ. If t = 1, d = 5, and
N (v) contains at least one node of degree four, we obtain ∆ϕ (N [v]) ≥ 14λ−6µ−µ.
However, if t = 1, d = 5, and all nodes in N (v) are of degree three, we only obtain
∆ϕ (N [v]) ≥ 13λ − 6µ − µ. Fortunately, in this case, R(G \ {v}) either contains
a node of degree four because of folding, or we gain an additional edge because
of folding or domination, and therefore ∆ϕ (v) ≥ (5 + 1)λ − µ.
⊓
⊔
Lemma 7. Let G = (V, E) be a reduced graph of maximum degree four, v ∈ V
such that M (v) 6= ∅ and deg(v) = 4. Then branching as described in Algorithm 1
yields at least the branching vector (7λ − 2µ, 10λ − 5µ).
Proof. Let u ∈ M (v) and let S = { u′ ∈ N (v) | u′ ∈ N (u), deg(u′ ) = 3 }. Then, a
node w has degree one in G\{v, u} if and only if w ∈ S. Note that by domination
all nodes in N [S] are removed in R(G \ {v, u}). Moreover, G[S] does not contain
an edge {w, w′ }, because otherwise w and w′ dominated each other.
If |S| = 4, S = N (v) implies that N 2 [v] is completely removed in R(G\{v, u}).
Thus, we gain twelve edges and six nodes when removing N [v] ∪ {u}. Since
|N 2 (v)\{u}| ≥ 3 (no small separators), and since each w ∈ N (v) is of degree three
and connected to both u and v, G \ N [v] ∪ {u} does not contain a tree. Therefore,
removing all remaining nodes in N 2 (v) \ {u} and applying the reduction rules
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afterwards cannot increase the measure by Lemma 5 and hence ∆ϕ ({v, u}) ≥
12λ − 6µ.
If |S| = 3 and deg(u) = 4, G \ {v, u} contains at most one tree as there
are only three nodes of degree one and each tree has at least two leafs. Thus
∆ϕ ({v, u}) ≥ 8λ − 2µ − µ, since we remove eight edges and two nodes.
If |S| = 3 and deg(u) = 3, at least two nodes in S must be connected to
different nodes in N 2 (v) \ {u}, i.e., also not be connected to the remaining node
in N (v) \ S (otherwise G contains a separator of size two). See Figure 2 for an
example. But then G \ {v, u} contains no tree: at least two nodes of degree one
are connected to different nodes of degree three. Since there are only three nodes
of degree one in G \ {v, u} at all, this subgraph cannot be a tree. Therefore, we
remove seven edges and two nodes and gain ∆ϕ ({v, u}) ≥ 7λ − 2µ.
If S = {u1 , u2 }, every tree contained in G\{v, u} must be path, because there
are only two nodes of degree one (namely u1 and u2 ). Assume, there is such a
path P . Since u1 and u2 are not connected, P must contain at least one additional
node, which then has degree two. Removing v and u only influences the degree
of nodes in N ({v, u}), hence all nodes in V \ N [{v, u}] are still of degree at least
three in G \ {v, u}. Therefore, P ⊆ N ({v, u}). Similarly, N [w] ⊆ N ({v, u}) for all
nodes w ∈ P , because if some w ∈ P has a neighbor w′ in V \ N [v, u], then P is
not a path in G\{v, u} (deg(w′ ) ≥ 3). If a node w ∈ P is adjacent to both u1 and
u2 , i.e., P contains three nodes, w is dominated by v or u (see Figure 2, where
domination by u is depicted). If P contains at least four nodes, (N (v)∪ N (u))\P
is a separator of size at most two, because |N (v) ∪ N (u)| ≤ 6. Thus, G \ {v, u}
contains no tree.
Finally, if |S| = 1, then G \ {v, u} cannot contain a tree either (only one node
has degree one) and thus we obtain ∆ϕ ({v, u}) ≥ 7λ − 2µ for |S| ≤ 2 (four edges
for v, at least three edges for u).
For the second component of the branching vector, ∆ϕ (N [v]) ≥ 10λ − 5µ is
easily obtained, if G\N [v] contains no tree. If G\N [v] contains t trees, there must
be at least 3t edges between N (v) and these trees, at least three edges from N (v)
to further nodes since there are no small separators, and of course there are four
edges between v and N (v). Therefore, if t ≥ 2, ∆ϕ (N [v]) ≥ (3t + 7)λ − (5 + t)µ ≥
13λ − 7µ. If t = 1, there must be at least one additional edge incident to N (v),
because the minimum degree is three. Hence, ∆ϕ (N [v]) ≥ (3+7+1)λ−(5+1)µ =
11λ − 6µ. This argument is similar to the one given by Bourgeois, Escoffier, and
Paschos [5] for λ = µ = 1.
Overall, we obtain at least the branching vector (7λ − 2µ, 10λ − 5µ).
⊓
⊔
Lemma 8. Let G = (V, E) be a reduced graph of maximum degree four, v ∈ V
such that deg(v) = 4, M (v) = ∅, and S(v) 6= ∅. Then branching as described in
Algorithm 1 yields at least the branching vector (9λ − 4µ, 7λ − 2µ).
Proof. Let u ∈ S(v) and let {w} ∈ N (u) ∩ N (v) define u. Since the only neighbor
of w in N 2 (v) is u, v dominates w in G \ {u}. Similarly to the two cases |S| ≤ 2
in the proof of Lemma 7, G \ {v, u} does not contain a tree (the argument given
there did not use the mirror property of u). Thus, ∆ϕ (u) ≥ 7λ − 2µ, as at least
seven edges and exactly two nodes are removed.
If deg(u) = 4, we obtain ∆ϕ (N [u]) ≥ 10λ − 5µ, again as in the proof of
Lemma 7. Thus, we can now assume deg(u) = 3.
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Fig. 3. A satellite u of v on a triangle. Existence of dashed edges is given by a minimum degree of
three per node, although their endpoints are unknown. a) If s := deg(w)+deg(u1 )+deg(u2 ) > 9,
then ∆ϕ (N [u]) ≥ 9λ − 4µ. b) If s = 9, removing N [u] ∪ {u′1 , u′2 } affects at least eleven edges. A
possible lower bound is shown.

If G \ N [u] contains a tree, this tree is not an isolated node x: Assume x is
an isolated node. Then due to degree reasons, x must be adjacent to all nodes
in N (u), and one of these nodes is w. Since w defines u as a satellite, x ∈ N [v].
If x 6= v, x is not an isolated node in G \ N [u], since x is still adjacent to v.
If x = v, then |N (v) ∩ N (u)| = 3, i.e., u ∈ M (v), a contradiction. Hence, if
G \ N [u] contains a tree, then there are at least four edges from N (u) to the tree.
Since there are no separators of size at most two, there are at least ten edges
incident to N [u]. Similarly, the number of trees in G \ N [u] can be bounded
by one, since there are at most nine edges between N (u) and N 2 (u). Therefore
∆ϕ (N [u]) ≥ 10λ − 4µ − µ when G \ N [u] contains a tree.
Hence, we now assume G \ N [u] does not contain a tree. If N (u) contains at
least two nodes of degree four, we easily obtain ∆ϕ (N [u]) ≥ 9λ − 4µ. Similarly,
if u is not part of a triangle, there are at least nine edges incident to N [u] and
hence ∆ϕ (N [u]) ≥ 9λ − 4µ.
Finally, assume that u is part of some triangle. Note that this implies N [w] ∩
N (u) = {w}: If there is a node w′ ∈ N (u) ∩ N (w), either w dominates w′ or
w′ dominates w, since at most one node in N (u) is of degree four. Thus, u is
contained in exactly the triangle (u, u1 , u2 ) where N (u) \ N [w] = {u1 , u2 }. For
an example, see Figure 3. If deg(u′ ) = 4 for some u′ ∈ N (u), this implies again
∆ϕ (N [u]) ≥ 9λ − 4µ.
Hence, we can assume deg(u′ ) = 3 for all u′ ∈ N [u]. Since deg(u1 ) =
deg(u2 ) = 3, there is a u′1 ∈ N (u1 ) \ N (u2 ) (and similarly u′2 ). Otherwise, u1 is
dominated by u2 . Note that u′1 , u′2 ∈ S(u), and thus, both are not adjacent. Since
deg(w) = 3, |N (w) ∩ {u′1 , u′2 }| ≤ 1, because the two nodes on N (w) \ {u} are
connected, i.e., N (w) \ {u} ⊆ N [v] and v ∈ N (w) \ {u} (recall that w defines u).
This situation is exemplified in Figure 3, under the assumption that u′1 ∈ N (w).
Therefore, there are at least eleven edges incident to N [u]∪{u′1 , u′2 }: four edges
in G[N [u]], four edges between N (u) and N 2 (u) because G[N [u]] contains exactly
one triangle, and three other edges incident to {u′1 , u′2 } (four if |N (w)∩{u′1 , u′2 }| =
0).
Recall now that u′1 and u′2 are satellites of u and we therefore can branch on
G \ (N [u] ∪ {u′1 , u′2 }): If G \ (N [u] ∪ {u′1 , u′2 }) contains no tree, we thus obtain
∆ϕ (N [{u, u′1 , u′2 }]) ≥ 11λ − 6µ by Lemma 5. If G \ (N [u] ∪ {u′1 , u′2 }) contains t
trees, there at least 3t + 3 edges between N [u] ∪ {u′1 , u′2 } and V \ (N [u] ∪ {u′1 , u′2 })
and thus ∆ϕ (N [{u, u′1 , u′2 }]) ≥ (3t + 3 + 6)λ − 6µ − tµ ≥ 12λ − 7µ, by applying
Lemma 5 to each component of G \ N [u] ∪ {u′1 , u′2 } that is not a tree.
Overall, we obtain at least the branching vector (9λ − 4µ, 7λ − 2µ).
⊓
⊔
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Lemma 9. Let G = (V, E) be a reduced graph of maximum degree four, and
let v ∈ V such that M (v) = ∅ and S(v) = ∅. Then branching as described in
Algorithm 1 either yields a branching vector at least as good as (5λ−µ, 12λ−5µ),
(4λ − µ, 13λ − 5µ), or (7λ − 2µ, 9λ − 4µ), or yields a branching vector at least as
good as (4λ − µ, 12λ − 5µ), but R(G \ {v}) contains a node of degree four.
Proof. M (v) = ∅ implies that each node in N 2 (v) has at most two neighbors in
N (v), while S(v) = ∅ implies that each node in N (v) has at least two neighbors
in N 2 (v).
If all nodes in N (v) are of degree four, we obtain ∆ϕ (v) ≥ 4λ − µ. If N (v)
contains at least one node of degree three, either ∆ϕ (v) ≥ 5λ − µ, or ∆ϕ (v) ≥
4λ − µ, but R(G \ {v}) again contains a node of degree at least four.
Since there are at most twelve edges between N (v) and N 2 (v) and since each
node is of degree at least three, G \ N [v] contains at most six nodes of degree one
(there are none of degree zero, because otherwise M (v) 6= ∅). Now if G \ N [v]
contains three trees, each of this trees consists of a single edge between two of
these nodes only. Hence, G either is of constant size or is not connected.
If G \ N [v] contains two trees T1 and T2 , each of these trees contains at
least two nodes of degree one, which is only possible if there are eight edges
between T1 ∪ T2 and N (v). Since G does not contain a separator of size two,
N (v) must contain at least three nodes that are connected to three nodes in
N 2 (v) \ (V (T1 ) ∪ V (T2 )). But then, there are least 15 edges incident to nodes in
N [v] and thus ∆ϕ (N [v]) ≥ 15λ − 5µ − 2µ.
If G \ N [v] contains no tree, we immediately obtain ∆ϕ (N [v]) ≥ 13λ − 5µ,
if at least one node in N (v) is of degree four. Otherwise, we obtain ∆ϕ (N [v]) ≥
12λ − 5µ.
Let us therefore now assume that G \ N [v] contains exactly one tree. If all
nodes in N (v) are of degree four, we have ∆ϕ (N [v]) ≥ 14λ − 5µ − µ. If N (v)
contains at least one node of degree four, there are at least 13 edges incident to
N [v], because each node in N (v) has at least two neighbors in N 2 (v). Thus, we
have ∆ϕ (N [v]) ≥ 13λ − 6µ.
If deg(u) = 3 for all u ∈ N (v) and G \ N [v] contains a tree, there are at most
five edges between N (v) and this tree. Therefore, the tree must be an isolated
edge {w1 , w2 } or a path (w1 , w′ , w2 ) of length two (and deg(w1 ) = deg(w2 ) = 3
or deg(w1 ) = deg(w2 ) = deg(w′ ) = 3 in G, respectively). Otherwise, there are
at least six edges between N (v) and the tree which implies that N 2 (v) contains
at most two nodes that are not part of the tree, which yields a separator of size
two. Moreover, w1 and w2 share at most one neighbor in N (v), because otherwise
N (v) \ (N (w1 ) ∪ N (w2 )) is again a separator of size two.
Assume G \ N [v] contains a path (w1 , w′ , w2 ) such that deg(w1 ) = deg(w2 ) =
deg(w′ ) = 3. If N (w1 ) ∩ N (w′ ) 6= ∅, then |N (w1 ) ∩ N (w′ )| = 1 because of
the domination rule, and both v and the unique node u′ ∈ N (w1 ) \ N [w′ ] are
satellites of w′ and connected. This situation is depicted in Figure 4. Thus, wlog
N (wi ) ∩ N (w′ ) = ∅. But then, N (w1 ) ∩ N (w2 ) \ {w′ } =
6 ∅ since |N (v)| = 4, and
′
′
thus |(N (w1 ) ∪ N (w2 )) \ {w }| = 3. Let {u } = (N (w1 ) ∩ N (w2 )) \ {w′ }. Then,
(w1 , w′ , w2 , u′ ) is an induced cycle of length four, all whose nodes are of degree
three. Thus, G is not reduced by Lemma 4.
Hence, if G\N [v] contains a tree, this tree must be a single edge {w1 , w2 }, and
there are exactly four edges between {w1 , w2 } and N (v), and thus also four edges
11

w1 w′ w2

u′

w1 w′ w2

w1

w2

u′
v

v

v

Fig. 4. Some cases we study when branching on v with M (v) = S(v) = ∅. If G \ N [v] contains
a path (w1 , w′ , w2 ) as depicted on the left, v and u′ are adjacent satellites of w′ . If w′ has
a neighbor out of N ({w1 , w2 }) as depicted in the middle, then w1 and w2 have at least one
common neighbor u′ and thus an induced cubic cycle of length four exists. If G\N [v] contains an
isolated edge (w1 , w2 ) as depicted on the right, then v ∈ M (w1 ) and we branch on w1 instead.

between N (v) and the remaining graph. Therefore, ∆ϕ (N [v]) ≥ 12λ − 5µ − µ.
However, in this case, either ∆ϕ (v) is larger or branching on w1 gives a better
result:
If |(N (w1 ) ∪ N (w2 )) ∩ N (v)| = 3, i.e., one neighbor is shared, both w1 and
w2 dominate the unique node w′ ∈ N (w1 ) ∩ N (w2 ), after v is removed. Thus
four edges incident to v and five edges incident to {w1 , w2 } are removed and
∆ϕ (v) ≥ 9λ − 4µ. Moreover, four nodes are removed (v, w1 , w2 , w′ ). The remaining graph does not contain a tree, since the three remaining nodes in N (v) must
be connected to three different nodes in N 2 (v). This yields the branching vector
(12λ − 6µ, 9λ − 4µ).
If |N (w1 ) ∪ N (w2 )| = 4, v is a mirror of w1 (see Figure 4). We now branch on
w1 instead: ∆ϕ ({w1 , v}) ≥ 7λ − 2µ and G \ {w1 , v} does not contain a tree (the
only two nodes of degree one have neighbors of degree at least three). Similarly,
G \ N [w1 ] does not contain a tree, since there are no nodes of degree one at all.
Therefore, ∆ϕ (N [w1 ]) ≥ 9λ − 4µ.
In summary, if the first branch does not lead to a node of degree at least
four, we obtain branching vectors as least as good as either (5λ − µ, 12λ − 5µ),
(4λ − µ, 13λ − 5µ), or (7λ − 2µ, 9λ − 4µ). If otherwise the first branch yields at
least one node of degree at least four, we obtain a branching vector at least as
good as (4λ − µ, 12λ − 5µ).
⊓
⊔
Lemma 10. Let G = (V, E) be a reduced graph of maximum degree three and let
v ∈ V be such that v is on a triangle (v, u1 , v2 ). Then branching as described in
Algorithm 1 either yields a branching vector at least as good as (10λ − 6µ, 12λ −
7µ), or yields a branching vector at least as good as (7λ − 5µ, 12λ − 7µ), but
R(G \ {v}) contains a node of degree at least four.
Proof. Let v ′ , u′1 , u′2 be the unique neighbors of v, u1 , and u2 , respectively, that
are not in {v, u1 , u2 }. First note that |{v ′ , u′1 , u′2 }| = 3, since otherwise at least
two nodes in {v, u1 , u2 } dominate each other. This also means that v ′ is a satellite
of u1 and u2 , u′1 is a satellite of v and u2 , as well as u′2 is a satellite of v and u1 .
Furthermore, if either two of {v ′ , u′1 , u′2 } are connected, there are connected
satellites and there is no need to branch. For symmetry reasons, we can therefore
assume that there is no edge in G[{v ′ , u′1 , u′2 }]. This situation is depicted in
Figure 5.
G\{v} does not contain a tree (no nodes of degree one). If v1′ and v2′ , the other
neighbors of v ′ , are adjacent, we have ∆ϕ (v) ≥ 10λ − 6µ, else ∆ϕ (v) ≥ 7λ − 5µ,
but we obtain a node of degree four.
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v1′

v2′
v

′

v

v
Fig. 5. Branching on a cubic graph G. If G contains triangles, by the reductions rules for
domination and satellites we have the situation depicted on the left. Otherwise, G does neither
contain cycles of length three or four, and the situation is as depicted on the right. Again,
dashed edges are known to exist, although their endpoints are unknown.

G − N [v] − S(v) contains at most one tree, otherwise there is a separator of
size at most two in G. Counting only the edges in G[N [v ∪ S(v)] and the six
nodes in N [v] ∪ S(v), it therefore is ∆ϕ (N [v ∪ S(v)]) ≥ 12λ − 6µ − µ.
⊓
⊔
Lemma 11. Let G = (V, E) be a reduced, triangle-free graph of maximum degree
three, and let v ∈ V . Then branching as described in Algorithm 1 either yields
a branching vector at least as good as (5λ − µ, 9λ − 4µ), or yields a branching
vector at least as good as (3λ − µ, 9λ − 4µ), but R(G \ {v}) contains a node of
degree at least four.
Proof. Since G is reduced and triangle-free, it does neither contain cycles of
length three nor of length four. Therefore, |N 2 (v)| = 6. This situation is depicted
in Figure 5. Since G does not contain cycles of length four, G \ {v} contains
exactly three nodes of degree two, namely N (v). Let N (v) = {u1 , u2 , u3 }. Since
|N 2 (v)| = 6, folding u1 does not create an edge in N (u2 ) nor in N (u3 ). Therefore,
u2 can be folded, and again this does not create an edge in N (u3 ), so that finally
u3 can be folded. This yields three nodes of degree four (including parallel edges).
Applying the reduction rules now either retains at least one node of degree four,
or removes at least two further edges. Therefore, we have ∆ϕ (v) ≥ 3λ − 1µ and
R(G \ {v}) contains a node of degree at least four, or ∆ϕ (v) ≥ 5λ − 1µ. Note
that neither G − {v} nor G − N [v] does contain a tree, since all remaining nodes
have a minimum degree of two.
⊓
⊔
Theorem 1. Independent Set can be solved in by Algorithm 1 in time bounded
by O∗ (1.1928m−n ). This is O∗ (1.0922n ) on cubic graphs.
Proof. The result is a direct consequence of Lemmata 6–11 for λ = µ = 1.
Whenever a branching vector is not sufficiently good on its own, a vertex of
degree at least four is known to exist, which then allows for a better combined
branching:
If G contains a node v of degree at least four, then by Lemmata 6, 7, 8, and
9, branching on v yields a branching vector at least as good as (4λ − µ, 12λ − 5µ)
(5λ − µ, 13λ − 7µ), (5λ − µ, 12λ − 5µ), or (7λ − 2µ, 9λ − 4µ).
If G is cubic, by Lemmata 10 and 11 there is v ∈ V such that branching
on v yields a branching vector at least as good as (5λ − µ, 9λ − 4µ), or there is
v ∈ V , such that branching on v yields a branching vector at least as good as
13

(3λ − µ, 9λ − 4µ), but R(G \ {v}) contains a node u of degree at least four. In the
latter case, we can then branch on u. This either yields a combined branching
vector as least as good as (8λ−2µ, 15λ−6µ, 9λ−4µ), (10λ−3µ, 12λ−5µ, 9λ−4µ),
or (7λ − 2µ, 16λ − 6µ, 9λ − 4µ), or this yields a combined branching vector at
least as good as (8λ − 2µ, 16λ − 8µ, 9λ − 4µ) or (7λ − 2µ, 15λ − 6µ, 9λ − 4µ), but
again the first branch yields a graph that contains a node of degree at least four.
If we repeat this one more time, we obtain branching vectors that are better than
(7λ − 2µ, 16λ − 6µ, 9λ − 4µ), which is good enough.
Optimizing λ and µ as λ = µ = 1 yields a run time bound of O∗ (1.192767ϕ(G) )
for Algorithm 1. A reduced cubic graph is three regular, and hence m = 1.5n
and 1.1927670.5n ≤ 1.092139n .
⊓
⊔

4

Conclusion

The notion of satellites for Maximum Independent Set is a new tool in the
toolbox and allows—alongside previously known tools such as mirrors, folding,
or the small separator rule—to tackle many of the harder cases in branching
algorithms. Using satellites, we are able to improve the previously best bounds
for MIS to O∗ (1.1928m−n ). This is O∗ (1.0922n ) on cubic graphs. We are confident
that satellites can help to improve the upper bounds for arbitrary graphs as well,
but this is still subject to further research.
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